### PART 1: IN-TEXT CITATIONS

- In the body of your paper, indicate to your readers which resource you are referencing and where in the resource you found the quote or paraphrased content by inserting an in-text citation.
- Use the author’s last name and the page number(s) in parenthesis. Do not include commas or p. abbreviations.
- If there is no author, use the title of the source and the page number if available.

**Summarizing or paraphrasing:** Active learning is a necessity in order to create strong neural networks for lasting learning (Downing 22).

**Direct quote (with an author signal phrase):** Skip Downing notes, “In order to create strong neural networks, you’ve got to actively participate in the learning process” (22).

### PART 2: BUILDING CITATIONS FOR A WORKS CITED PAGE

- To build a full citation for your Works Cited list, collect as much of the below information as possible for each resource used.
- Skip any of the sections that are not applicable to your resource.
- Below are basic formulas for building citations. Pay attention to punctuation, italicization, and abbreviations:

| BOOK | Author’s Last Name, First Name. *Title of Book: Subtitle of Book.* Publisher Name, Publication Year. [If eBook, include *Database or eBook Provider, URL.*]  
https://books.google.com/books?id=iSrIBQqFf0C&lpg=PP1&dq=invisible%20man%20ralph%20ellison&pg=PT3#v=onepage&q=invisible%20man%20ralph%20ellison&f=false. |
| ENTRY IN AN ANTHOLOGY | Author of Entry’s Last Name, First Name. "Title of Entry." *Title of Anthology: Subtitle of Anthology,* edited by Editor’s Name, edition, Publisher Name, Publication Year, page numbers of entry.  
| MAGAZINE OR NEWSPAPER ARTICLE | Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Title of Article: Subtitle of Article.” *Title of Magazine or Newspaper,* Day Mon. Year Published, page numbers. [If found online, exclude page numbers and include URL instead.]  
| SCHOLARLY JOURNAL ARTICLE | Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Title of Article: Subtitle of Article.” *Title of Scholarly Journal,* vol., no., Year Published, page numbers. [If found online, include *Database Name, URL or DOI.*]  
| WEBPAGE | Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Title of Webpage.” *Title of Hosting Website,* Day Mon. Year Published, URL. [Access dates for all online content are suggested, not required. Ask your professor’s preference.]  
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